CROSSING-OVER B E T W E E N THE X- A N D THE
Y-CI-IROMOSOME IN L E B I S T E S .
BY C). WINGE.

(Report fron~ the Genetic Laboratory of the Royal Veterinary
and A griczdtural College, Copenhagen.)
(With One Text-figure.)
IN a paper on inheritance in Lebistes reticulatus (1922 b), discussing
sex-linked as well as one-sided male inheritance, I mentioned an observation of Crossing-over between the X- and the Y-chromosome in the
male Lebistes and stated that further details would be published later.
It is the object of the present report to fulfil this promise.
In the work of Schmidt on Lebistes (1920), the first unquestionable
case was brought forward on conditions of inheritance which pointed to
factors connected with the Y-chromosome. The investigations made
by me, at a later date, on the cytological conditions in Lebistes (1922 a),
have shown that the diploid chromosome number was 46 in both sexes-and in my first-named paper I stated, as the most important result of
my experimental cross-breedings that, notwithstanding the lack of any
visible difference between the chromosomes themse]ves, the male Lebistes
decidedly belonged to the XY-type and the female to the XX-type,
as is the case with Drosophila mela~zogaster. From the one-sided male
inheritance, which could only be explained by assuming the existence
of a factor-bearing Y-chromosome, one must logically conclude that
X-chromosomes were also present and, thus, that the expression for the
female chromosomes was 4A, + X + X, that of the male one 44 -~ X + Y.
Mdreover, I was able to prove sex-linked inheritance in at least one
of the Lebistes-" races" which I worked on, a ft~rther instance of the
indubitable conformity between the results of genetical and cytological
investigations.
At the time I communicated the first case of crossing-over between
the X- and Y-chromosomes,--a phenomenon which had not hitherto
been brought to light for the simple reason that no ti~ctor-bearing
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]7- (or W-) chromosome had hitherto been known with certainty to
exist--I had no idea that another person was studying the same matter
and had simultaneously arrived at the same results as I had.
The Japanese scientist, Aida, has undertaken extensive experimental
crossings with another species of fish, the Aplocheilus (Haplochilus)
latipes, belonging to the Poeciliidae family, published in Genetics,
Vol. vL 1921, p. 5541. In this paper, he not only proves the one-sided
male inheritance, but also the crossing-over between the X- and the
Y-chromosome, so that our two observations must be said to cover each
other. However, no cytological investigation of the material worked on
by Aida has been published as yet.
As in my own case, Aida has studied colour-factors which he found
to be present in the autosomes as well as in the sex-chromosomes. In
one case he discovered homozygoty for a factor R (red), i.e. the "race"
concerned carrics the R-factor in the X- as well as in the Y-chromosome. In cross-over individuals segregated from heterozygotic males,
the conditions of inheritance are exactly as would be expected on the
supposition that the factor in question (R) had been transferred from
the X- to the Y-chromosome.
While, in Lebistes, the colour-factors manifest themselves in male
individuals only, the inheritance being phenotypically sex-limited to
the male--a fact which has not made my researches any easier--the
colour-factors appear in both sexes of Aplocheilus. There is another
slight divergency in our investigations, viz. while the tebistes-factors
influence patterns and various colours in certain parts of male individuals, the Aplocheilus-factors involve a, so to speak, total differentiation
of colour in the individuals.
Hitherto, only the R-factor (allelomorph r) has been found in the
X- and Y-chromosomes of Aplocheilus; while in Lebistes the Y-chromosome has been proved to contain a whole series of factors, and the
X-chromosome, until now, only one factor, s, which has been seen only
in one instance to cross over, partially, ~o the Y-chromosome, the said
factor s being a complex factor composed of a series of linked factors.
On the other hand, no colour-factors have, as yet, been found in the
autosomes of Lebistes, whereas Aida has recorded the factor B and its
allelomorphs B1 and b.
In neglecting these minor differences, the results concerning the two
species of fish must be said to confirm each other.
1 This part of Genetics appeared Nov. 1922, though bearing date Nov. i921.
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As to the genetical formulae, Aida and'myself use unlike expressions
to which I shall revert below, in connection with the presence-absence
theory.
I shall now proceed to the relation of my experiments on the
crossing-over between X- and Y-chromosomes.
Experime~ts ou X - Y Urossi~g-over.
In June 1917, while I was attached to the Carlsberg Laboratory,
we received a male Zebistes which, in the main, had the appearance of
the afore-mentioned (1922 b) " Spot Race" of which the males have the
formula Xo~,,. The fish was bought from a Mr Christensen, Poppelgade
( = Poplarstreet), Copenhagen, who, in his turn, had received it ii'om
Berlin, in the summer 1916, fl'om a dealer in aquaria.
This new type had the following characteristics in common with
" S p o t g a e e " males, viz. (i) large black spot on dorsal fin; (2) large red
side-patch below and in front of dorsal fin; (3) black dot near anal
aperture; all being due to the maculatus-factor m in the male Y-chromosome. But whereas all the "Spo~ Race" males I had hitherto seen
possessed a rounded, eolourless caudal fin, the above male had (~) a
caudal fin with elongated upper edge and (5) vivid reddish-yellow eolouring on upper and lower edge of caudal fin.
This "Poplarstreet" male No. 123, as it was named after the place
where it was bought, was mated, on June 9, 1917, with a virgin female
No. 125 without factors 'in the X-chromosomes and, therelbre, corresponding to formula XoXo, whereupon the female bore, until Dee. 27,
1917, six broods numbering more than 200 young ones in all. 73 young
males became adult, but only one of these had the elongated caudal fin
of the " Poplarstreet" male, all the others having the rounded colourless
caudal fin of the ', Spot Race."
Accordingly, the factor e (elongatus), responsible for the elongated
caudal fin, must be supposed to reside in the male X-chromosome, which
we know to pass on to the daughters; and we may also surmise that
the single male with an elongated caudal fin owes its existence to the
crossing-over, in a single case, of the e-factor t o the Y-ehronmsome of
a sperma~ocyte. The original " Poplarstreet" male having thus the
formula'X~X,,, and therefore usually forming sexual cells carrying
either X~ or X,~, it must have happened at the crossing-over that, in
an isolated ease, the e-Factor was ~ransferred to the Y-chromosome and
then linked to the m-factor there. The formula of the diverging male
should therefore be Xo Ye,~.
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The inference, that the crossing-over between the X- and the
Y-chromosome has really taken place here, is fully confirmed by the
following crossing-experiments undertaken as a check. The process of
analysis is represented in Fig. 1, raider the form of a genealogical
diagram.
As far as the non-cross-over individuals are concerned, the Fl-females
of this category are supposed Lo have the fm:mula XoX~ and, in mating
these females with Fl-males, the formula of which is Xo 1~,~, the outcome should be an equal nmnber of males with elongated caudal fin,
and without. In accordance with this, F~ gave 26 X~ 1~,,~and 27 Xo I~,~.
The//'.-females were also expected to consist of two categories, partly
XoXo, partly X~Xo, and in fact, one F=-female, mated with a "Spot
Race" male (Xo Iq,O, produced only Xo Y~-males (11 in all) and therefbre had the formula XoXo, while another F.-female, mated with the
same male, gave 4 males with elongated caudal fin (X~ Y~,~)and 3 without (Xot~,~); consequently, this la6ter F2-female must have had the
formula X~Xo.
As stated above, the non-cross-over males should, theoretically, have
the formula Xo 7I~,~,and their structure entirely corresponded thereto, i.e.
rounded caudal fin and the general appearance of the " Spot Race." As
a matter of fact, some such F~-males, crossed with XoXo-femates, produced exclusively round-tailed progeny. 22 sons in all were counted and
none of these showed any trace of the e-factor.
It has thus been proved that the elongated caudal fin of the "Poplarstreet" race is due to a factor in the male X-chromosmne and that,
therefore, the original male must have had the formula X~ Y,,~. While
the inheritance of factor ~r~ is one-sided male, the e-factor is sex-linked
in its inheritance.
We shall now examine the conditions of the diverging F,-male with
the elongated caudal fin, so as to find out whether its genetical behaviom"
corresponds to the hypothesis that the e-factor has crossed over to the
Y-chromosome, making the formula of the individual = Xo Y~,,~.
The male progeny of such a male should, of course, always be
provided with an elongated tail-fin, all the sons receiving the Y-chromosome. Only in c ~ e of a renewed crossing-over could the e-factor again
be separated from the ~z-factor and round-tailed sons be segregated.
All the 11 sons of the diverging male proved to have an elongated
caudal fin, and this is already a proof that the e-factor has no longer its
seat in the X-chromosome, but in Y and that, therefore, a crossing-over
between X and Y must have taken place.
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The sequel of the analysis gave the following result : The 11 Xo Y~,~males were mated with some sisters which should correspond to formula
XoXo, thus giving rise to a new generation, F~, of cross-over males. As
to the males, this generation consisted of 4,5 Xo Y~,~ and 3 Xo Y~,~. In this
connection, the 45 young ones are non-cross-over individuals, whereas the
3 are the result of a new crossing-over ill which the Y-chromosome has
again lost its e-factor, the latter having crossed back to the X-chromosome, its original position.
Among the offspring of the 45 Xo Y~,~-males, as shown in Fig. 1, was
again found I round-tailed Xo Y,~-male, the result of a new crossing-over.
As might be expected, this male, when mated with an XoXo-female,
reproduced exclusively its own type, while the other individuals of this
and the following generation all have tile elongated caudal fin and tile
formuh~ Xo I~,,.
Cross-over females are of course not so easily discerned as are crossover males, as ~he females phenotypically show no colom's at all. TILe
only way iLL which we caLL recognize tile factor-contents of a female
individual is through crossing it with a male of well-known genetic
constitution.
In a single ease I have found such a primary cross-over female. All
the female progeny fi'om a cross-over male, XoY~,~.,with a female, XoXo,
will be XoXo if no crossing-over between X and Y iLLthe male happens.
An XoX~ female only can arise through crossing-over. Among the _P~
offspring of tile primary cross-over male, XoY~,~, with an XoXo female,
6 female individuals were analyzed by pairing them with XoY,~ males
(Spo~ Race). The five bore only XoY~ males, 32 in all, and were therefore ordinary XoXo females, but No. 6 has until now borne 2 XCY,~ males
and 3 Xo~,~ and must therefore have the formula XoX~, i.e. be a female
individual arisen through crossing-over in aLL XoY~ male.
We have thus proved that tile e-factor, accountable for the elongated,
coloured caudal fin of the original male individual, had its seat iLLthe
X-chromosome and was, therefore, sex-linked in inheritance (X~Y,~).
By crossing-over between tile X- and the Y-chromosome, it was, in one
ease out of 73, transferred to the Y-chromosome (XoY~), whereupon
the inheritance of the elongated caudal fin became subsequently onesided male. In the 4, male individuals out of 68, the Y-chromosome had
again lost its e-Nctor which had anew crossed back to the X-chromosome, where it was found in a female individual.
An individual belonging, in all evidence, to the above-mentioned
"Poplarstreet Race," was bought in Sept. 1917, fi'om another Copen-
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hagen dealm: in aquaria and was said to have arrived from Dresden a
month earlier. The race was, in all respects, similar go the "Poptarstreet
Race " and, after a cross with a " Spot R a c e " female XoXo, offspring
resulted, of which 22 were males, all with a rounded, colourless tail,
showing that, in this individual also, the e-ihetor had its seat in the
X-chromosome and that this male, therefore, also had the tbrmula
The whole matter will now appear clear and we shall therefore
discuss the deductions which may be made.

Theoretical Considerations.
In the present and in a former report, X have shown bllat crossingover between thc X- and the Y-chromosome takes place in Lebistes and
that the sole real difference between their X- and :I5chromosomes is
that the It-chromosome contains a dominant rome factor, while the
X-chromosome contains g recessive female factor. The e-factor, which
produces the elongated, coloured caudal fin, may cross over from X to
Y and vice versa, which, in other words, means that the male a n d the
female factor are evidently gllelomorphs which, like other factors, may
be exchanged between the chromosomes. Nor has a cytological exmnination revealed any morphological difference between tlie X- and the
Y-chromosomes.
Therefore, if it be true that the Y-chromosome contains a special
male factor, this f~tor must be rather strongly linked to the e-factor,
for only one cross-over individual has been found among the 73 sons of
an X~ Y~-male and ~ cross-over individuals among 68 sons of XoXs,~males.
It is remarkable that crossing-over h ~ not been equNly fi'equent in
both directions ; however, as the amount of material was not very large,
I do not feel justified in attaching any significance to this flact. Much
stronger is, however, the linkage between the male factor and other
factors found in the Y-chromosome, such as m (maculatus), i (iridesce~s),
ebe. and the circumstance itself of diversity in the degree of linkage
between sex- and colour-Nctors must be taken as evidence of a real.gene,
corresponding to the sex-Netor, embodied in the chromosome and corn:
parable with o~her genes. As to the m-factor, thousands of individuals,
produced after mating of XoXo-females with XoY~,~-males, have been
examined without one single individual wi~h the m-fiactor missing being
found. This is very striking. A~ the outsetl one sees no reason why
these Netors should be located so close to the male fiactor that no crossing-
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over can take place, but, as stated above, it is quite possible that the male
factor itself is identical with the m-factor, although in that case one
must arrive at the conclusion that, with regard to sex-factors, multiple
allelomorphs exist. Another explanation of the strong linkage of these
colour-factors to the sex-ihctor would be that crossing-over is rather
rare in Lebistes. As said in nay earlier paper (1922 a), I have looked in
vain for a typical stage of synapsis in the spermatocytes, and neither has
diakinesis been observed. Perhap's the explanation of the strong linkage
might also be that only factors situated at some distance from each other
can be exchanged, on account of a pronounced rigidity of the chromoSO1TIeS.

It is certain that great difficulties prevent a close study of the topography of the Y-chromosome ; for on one hand, the linkage between the
colour-factors and the sex-factor appears to be strong, while, on the other
hand, the factor-coutents of the female individuals cannot be directly
ascertaii~ed. The future must decide whether factors will be found
which are linked to the sex-factors in a sufficiently variable degree to
make charting of the sex-chromosomes feasible. I t is obvious that, in
any case, as far as Lebistes reticulatus is concerned, many colour-factors
exist which have not yet been analysed, for, although the variations of
appearance within one single race are limited, a considerable number of
Zebistes-types are found with dealers in aquaria as well as wild.
I have mentioned that, in several of the Lebistes-races examined,
the X-chromosome is empty, e.g. in the " Spot Race," and have therefore
been given the sign Xo. In this case, as well as in all other Lebistes-races
observed, the It-chromosome alone contains a colour-factor. In comparing
this circumstance with the fact that the Y-chromosome of Drosophila is
empty, the comparison is not entirely to the point, in as far as I have
reckoned with the existence of a female factor in the X-chromosome of
Lebistes, whereas the existence of a corresponding male factor in the
Y-chromosome of Drosophilc~ has not been proved. On the contrary,
according to the latest, very interesting researches of Bridges (1922), on
flies with an abnormal set of chromosomes, it seems as though the ratio
between the numbers of autosomes and of X-chromosomes alone determines the" sex in Drosophila.
At any rate, factors in Lebistes have beeli found, as yet, only in the
sex-chromosomes, while not one has been discovered in the 22 autosomes. Notwithstanding this, the autosomes are undoubtedly factorbearing, even if no special colour-factor exist in them. We do not know
yet in how far species determining chromatin is present in the chromo-
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somes and whether it is con~mon to all the chromosomes of one species.
As only fundamental d,s
can be made the object of inheritance
researches, nothing hinders the supposition that a great many species
fgctors exist homozygotieally in all the biotypes of the species, and it
is even probable that several chromosome-pairs contain, in principle,
the same specific factors. This latter hypothesis seems to be confirmed
to some extent by the fact that numerical progressions in the number
of chromosomes are found within systematic genera of the vegetable
kingdom, e.g. 7, 14,, 21 (T'ritic~,~J~) or 9, 18, 27, 36, 45 (6%'~jse~tl~em~),
etc., which progressions can only be explained by supposing that the
higher numbers are the result of the addition of two lower chromosome
numbers after hybridization--or the doubling of the original chromosome-set. New polyploid species, originated by hybridizing two earlier
species, with a simultaneous doubling of the ehromosomes.--the probability of which I have established in previous researches ( 1 9 1 7 ) will have the genus-fixing factors redoubled, but this feature is not
traceable in the deseendeney of the new types, because they are homozygotic in the genus-fixing factors, or even several times homozygotie.
The fact that polymeric factors fi'equently occur in polyploid species-well known for instance from Nilsson-Ehle's studies of Avene~ satiw~
and T~'itiou~ vtdcjc~re--flflly agrees with the supposition that the
factors are repeated several times in the polyploid species; and it is
quite natm, al to assume that even species which, on account of their
number of chromosomes, do not reveal themselves as polyploid, contain
many specific generic factors which are common to all the chromosomes. Some chromosome researches seem to show that adhesion
between originally fi'eely "mendelizing" chromosomes may take place;
and a chronic conjugation of chromosomes, in connection with above
conditions, will result in a gradual, manifold appearance of the same
factors in each single chromosome--or, in any ease, in more than one.
According to this, all genera of a given family should be characterized
by the factors peeulial" to that family, but they should be distinguished
from each other by "genus-factors." All the species of a genus should
contain identical faetol.~, characteristic of that genus only, and Nrthermore a great many factors distinctive of the family, and be distinguished
from each other only by a smaller number of specific species factors.
All the varieties within one species should, homozygotieally, contain
identical "species-factors" beside the particular genus- and family-factors
which will probably be present in several or in all the chromosomes-and they should be mutually distinguished by one or a few "variety-
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factors" having their seat in one or'in a few chromosomes, and disclosing
themselv'es in Mendelian segregation when the vm'ieties are crossed.
As two varieties, chosen within a species, only differ as far as a few
factors, blie " variety-factors," are concerned, but are homozygotie and
isogenons with regard to all the species-, genus-, family-, etc. factors,
the effect of variety-t~etors is alone observed in segi'egations. The
larger the systematic unit nnder consideration, the more often must
blie genes, characteristic of that rest, be repeated in all the chromosomes.
Of course, one could not think of any absolute bomldary between,
for instance, "species-factors" and "variety-t~etors," bnt we must suppose that, in substance, those thetors which are widely l'epresented ill all
the chromosomes afford a basis for classification into large, systematic
units ; their fi'eqneut presence in the ehr0mosomes will entirely prevent
a segregation into types in which these factors are lacking and, with
them, the corresponding morphological and physiological particularities;
and the loss or the modification of a few such factors eol~ld hardly
provoke any immediately visible mutation, because many others of tile
same natm'e wonld be left. At the most, this eventuality could be
imagined to tend, thro~lghont a long period of time, towm'ds a slow shift
in the ehm'aeters of the speeies--a condition of things wliieh migllt be
associated with biological evolntion.

The J).resence-Absence Theory. The Denomination of Factors.
AccordilN to the opinion of many geneticists, oll the nature of
factors, the type holding the dominant factor contains a gene which
is missing in the type holding the recessive factor. This theory has
been named the "Presence-Absence Theory." It era1 be said t o llave
given satisfaction until multiple allelonml'phs were recorded, but after
that it fell shor~, as the existence of a certain mlmber of di]'e~'e~t types,
all recessive to one and the same dominant type, could of course not be
explained by the absence of the gene corresponding to the dominmlt
factor. The notion imposed itself that, like the dominant type, the
recessive type possesses a gene, but that this gene differs in value fi'om
allah of the dominant type--and has a diff'erent value in the different
recessive allelomorphs. According to this, multiple allelomorphs should
originate fi'om genes, diverse in value, bnt having the same location in
the chromosomes. This conception is nnqnestionably gaining ground.
Ig has been seen fi'om my Lebistes-tbrmulae that I use the denomination Xo for am X-chromosome which contains no eolour-faetors, i.e. a
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mode of denomination in conformity wi~h the original eoneeption,--and
this has been done deliberately.
Aida applies the formula R~" v to a male which I would designate
by X,.Yo. In the first place, Aida uses X and Y as indexes showing the
location of the factors considered and thereby gives more prominence to
said factors. In my own work, I have made a rule of using the factors
as indexes to the ehromos0me-denominations, for the reason that, to
keep abreast with the recording of more and more factors in each chromosome, an expression as, for instance, AAX~.~,~Ir~, admits, according
to my idea, of more rapid discrimination than AAR.,Ry~g~P~hrI~,
With my system, the factors and their location in each of the chromosomes are seen at a glance. As the charting of autosomes progresses,
their factors could be represented in the same manner, e.g. Ith~II~t,
etc. and the factor-set of a diploid type by I t t h h ~ I I ~ , this latter
example corresponding to a homozygotie individual. In consequence,
I would first of all change Aida's denomination, R~rv, into Xj~Yr.
Furthermore, Aida has chosen R to represent the factor for the red
colour, as most geneticists would have done, and t for the recessive
allelomorph of this factor, whereas it would have been more descriptive
to denote the-factor for red by ~" (or 1r and its absence by 0 ; whether
R or r should be chosen, would depend on whether red is dominant or
recessive in relation to the normal type. My reason for choosing 0 to
denote the absence of the eolour-faet0rs is that precisely the study of
Lebistes (and Aplocheilus) very decidedly tend to bring about the eoneepti0n that, whichever be the eolour-faetor considered, its allelomorph
will be equal to 0, i.e. that the corresponding gene is missing in the
"recessive" type or is, in any ease, inactive.
I have shown that, as crossing-over takes place between them, the
X= and the Y-chromosomes are partners to the same extent as the other
chromosomes in Lebistes. According to the current notion, each factor
in the Y-chromosome should therefore have a corresponding allelomoqoh
in the X-chromosome, and vice versa. Thus, the factors which ! have
called s~, i , f , t, s and e should all have their corresponding Mlelomorph
factors in the chromosome partner; but we have seen in the crossing
experiments that whether we take a female in which m is lacking, Or
one in which i is lacking--i.e, whether the female belongs to the "Spot
Race" or to the " 01d Race " - - i t contains the same factors, that is to say
none (XoXo) fi'om the accountant's point of view, as far as eolour-faetors
are concerned, or, in other words, only inactive or neutral genes.
According to the current mode of denomination, my Lebistes females
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should, in one case, have the fornmla X~,~X~,~, i.e. those of the "Spot
Race," where the males sllould be called X ~ ] ~r, but if belonging to the
" Old Race," their formula would be X.~X~and that of the males X~Y•
but whether we use the females of one race or the other, the result is
exactly the same : the two kinds of females are identical as to inheritance,
i.e. they are X~,,.~X~, a formula which is in so far irrational as ~n = i and
eqnat to all the other "recessive" allelomoq~hs, which are all equal to 0.
This discussion touches the question of the. right conception and
denomination of genes or ihctom, and much would undonbtedly be
gained if a uniform mode could be agreed upon.
In Drosophila, the organism which has hitherto been the most
extensively studied, t h e "Normal Type," i.e. the wild type, is the
established base upon which the whole terminology of factors has been
built up. When forms appear, which are recessive with regard to this
base, they arc denoted by the corresponding small letters, while new
dominant forms are denoted by capitals.
In Antirrhinum, there is no such decidedly normal type to refer to,
and we might say that, here, the denomination of factors generally
refers to an entirely recessive type.
In reality, the results are alike. In both organisms, the value of the
factors is established in relation to a given type of fixed habRus or--in
case the entirely recessive type is not viable--in relation to a type, the
aggregate characters of which have been determined theoretically.
I t makes no difference whether the type in question is measured or
characterized in comparison with a wild type, chosen as "normal,"
or with an entirely recessive type. In both cases, the notation is relative,
because it implies reference to a type, an individual of the same species,
with which all other types are then compared.
Genetical science does not seem to take any interest in the systematic basis of the species as such. But we should say that this is an
appearance only.
The present system of denoting factors--or rather pairs of factors
--unavoidably presupposes that all types belonging to a species possess
the same nmmher of genes : any type must either possess the recessive
or the dominant allelomorph of any pair of factors.
On reconsideration, this is a rather curious idea, which immediately
calls forth the question as to whether all the species of a genus, all the
genera of a family, etc. also have the same number of genes. Logically,
and from a formal point of view, this hypothesis need not yet l"un against
any self-contradiction. Taking Antirrhinum as an instance, and t ' to
r
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stand for the red of its flowers, l~here c o u l d b e no object, ion to the use
of/]; not only for all ivory-coloured _/1.n,tird~,i~tm, but also tbr all white
peas or all animal organisms; for, in fact, none of the latter possess
the predisposition to red of the A'nti~'rhi~tlm corolla. This, precisely,
shows that, in the study of inheritance, the tendency to formalism is
becoming rather pronounced.
There is hardly any reason whatever to suppose that two different
varieties possess an equal mnnber of inheritance-elemenl~s, i.e. genes.
Even as the different species of a gemts may hold chromosomes of
entirely differing number and aspect, and therefore--if our concepl~ion
of the genes, as arranged along the longitudinal axis of the chromosomes,
is to hold at all--mnst have a widely differing number of genes, so it
must no doubt also apply to the varieties within the species, that they
need not contain the same number of genes.
The mistake we make in continually considering the mmlber of
genes as constant and identical in all related (and unrelated) organisms,
very likely derives ii'om the th~ct that our coeception of the allelomorphs
is somewhat erroneous and that, in principle, we must revert to the old
presence-absence theory which, alone, explains why a type, a variety,
a species, etc. can hold certain genes that are entirely lacking in others,
where not even a corresponding gene-partner is found.
Not only in this cmmection do we get the impression that the
presence-absence theory holds good. This applies to almost any genetic
question. Of course, it mM~es no great difference whether, to explain
a recessive factor, we assume the existence of a gene which is, under all
circumstances, inactive, or whether we simply deny the existence of any
such gene. :Bug I suppose that the distinction between non-differentiating and differentiating elements really ought to find its expression by
attributing the denominating " g e n e s " exclusively to the latter, while
the former should, from a genetical point of view, be represented by
zero (0), as having no traceable influence on the sum of inherited elements
of the organism. In reality, it is perhaps unessential whether the factordenomination is assigned to the dominant or to the recessive allelomorph
(its partner being pug equal to 0). At any rage, it will not always be
possible to decide which one of the two allelomorphs should have the
factor index. It seems natural, however, as all recessive allelomorphs, as
m, i, j; r, etc., have the same indeterminate value, to give them the
value zero; in t'aet there is no difference between them, neither relatively nor absolutely. Although the study of inheritance essentially
concerns relativity and fundamental cl~'evences, the real and, to my
Journ.
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mind, indispensable basis, would .be generally to take 0 as ghe value
of ghe recessive factors or genes and go eoung with posigive values of
recessive factors o1' genes only in such more 'rare cases as, for example,
mulgiple allelomorphs, l~eferring go ghe latter case, one could imagine
some slighg shifg in ghe chemical nagure of ghe gene--provoking a special
aegivigy of each ofghe allelomorphic genes--go be the cause ofghe appearanee of mulgiple allelomorphs; and in ghe firsg case, a shifg in ghe
chemical nagnre of ghe gene, go such an exgeng ghag ghe gene engirely
losg igs differengiaging influence on ghe gype,
In spice of this opinion, I have no doubg bug ghag ig would generally
be ineonvenieng go apply anogher mode of denominagion go ghe faegors,
than the px'esen~ one. Zero as an index for ghe lack of a faegor, would
ofgcn be less suit,able g h a n a small letger, pargly, because one is hOg
always able go decide wheghel' an allelolnorphie faegor is really missing
in ghe case under eonsideragion, pal'gly, because ghe use of a small legger
would often give a clearer formula. On ghe oghel' hand, ig would be
eonvenieng, when comparing go a "normal gype," go be able go symbolize
ghe faegor, ehal'aegel'izing a different, and recessive gype, by a small
legger, for instance c~, the allelomorph of ghe normal gype being here
equal go 0, and go symbolize ghe facgol' of a dominang gype by a capigal
leggel', say, B, ghe allelomorph of ghe normal gype being again O.
Atghough, for my work on Lebistes, I have gengagively used a mode
of denominagion which was, in my opinion, more eOl'l'eeg ghan ghe one
used highergo, I am quige aware thag ghis meghod mighg cause some
inconvenience in eergain eases. The fugure musg decide upon ghe sysgem
go be preferred.
As said before, ghel'e can hardly be any quesgion of dominance oi'
l'eeessivigy as far as ghe eoloul'-faegors in Lebistes are concerned. In ghe
female, no eoloUl'-faegor whagevel' can be graced; and in ghe male,
when comparing go Drosophilc~ eondigions, even recessive Netors would
evidengly appear and, a .fo~'tio'ri, ghe dominang ones. As however, ag
variance wigh Drosopldlc~, crossing-over begween ghe X- and ghe
Y-chromosomes is possible in Lebistes, we mighg say ghag ghe celourfaegors dominage gheir recessive allelomorphs bug, as ghe laggel' are equal
bo 0, ghe index for dominance does nog mean very much in ghis conneegion, as in many ochers ;--ig would simply mean ghag ghe gene, if
preseng ag all, manifests itself phenogypieally in ghe male.
Considering ~he sex-faegors in Lebistes, ig is possible Chat real allelomorph faegor exisg, i.e. ghe male and ghe female faegors, alghough we
mighg concei, e &ag, here again, ghe male sex-Negor alone aegs posigively,
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whereas the female factor is 0, i.e. does not alter the female character
in the male direction.
I~ will be one of the tasks of the future to determine the dimensions
of the genes. By calculating the pereentag'e of m'ossing-over in Drosophila, the location of a great many of its chromosome-factors has
already been charted, taking i~ for granted that the cross-over pro._
centage may still be considered mainly as some function of the distance
separating said genes along the longitudinal axis of the chromosome.
The dimensions of the chromosomes being known, as well as the number
of factors recm'ded and the relative distance between these, one m~zy
vaguely conceive the smallness of the units of measurement which will
have to be used in connection with the genes. Probably, the length of
chromosome to be considered in such calculations should be that characteristic Of the synapsis stage, or an adjoining stage; it is probable that
the genes of the chromosomes we observe, for example during the
heterotypical division, are not strung along a straight line, but bunched
like the beads of a row, kept in a wide test tube or the like. Unibrtunately, the length of the chromosome at the stage of synapsis cannot
be easily measured ; a rough estimate will, however, show that we are still
far fi'om dimensions as for instance those of the molecules of albumen.
Even from a slight crossing-over as, say, 0"2, between two stronglylinked genes, we can conclude nothing as to the size of the genes, for
two genes may of course be in close vicinity, whether they are large or
small. It is necessary to know at least three neighbouring genes before
being able to estimate the dhnensions of the space occupied by the
middle gene,--and it would be important that more observations be
made of such strongly-linked genes, for 5he furthm'ance of the knowledge
of the size of ~he genes. By the way, we do not know whether the genes
take up the entire length of the longitudinal axis of the chromosome.

Sex-Linlced, Sex-Limited aud One-Sided Inheritc~nee.
As a contribution towards the adoption, in scientific literature, of
uniform terminology for the various modes of inheritance (at present,
such terms as "sex-limited" and "sex-linl~ed" arc often used at random),
I would point out that the denomination "sex-linlced" (geschlechtsgebunden) ought to be applied only to conditions of inheriliance
explainable by the presence of the thetor in question in those sex-chromosomes which are normMly found in individuals of both sexes (X- and
Z-chromosomes). "One-sided" (einseitig) inheritance should be used
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only in such cases where the fimt0r in question has its seat in that
sex-chi'omosome which is normally found in one sex alone (I r- and
W-chromosomes), adding the mention male or female so as to specify
whether said factor belongs to the I~ or to the W-chromosome. The
wdue of this distinction is not lessened by the fact that crossing-over
between X- and Y-chromosomes h~s been proved, for nothing opposes
the notion tha~, through a genetic displacement, one mode of inheritante may change into another. As to the denomination "sex-limited"
inheritance, we are less fortunate because the secondary sex-characters,
to which the i)erm is generally assigned, are usually due to autosomefactors which, however, produce an exclusively phenotypical q]'ect in
individuals of one of the sexes. The milking capacity in cattle, the
production of lupuline in hop, are instances of so.called (female) sexlimited inheritance. In reality, it is not a question of any special mode
of inheritance, so far as we know, but only of phenotypical differences
dependent on sex-determination. For this reason, the expression " sexlimited inheritance" is not very judicious in any case. "Sex-limited
manifestation" would be better. "Phenotypieally sex-limited inherita n t e " might perhaps do.
R~svMg.
A factor e (elongat~es), involving an elongated caudal fin in male
individuals of Lebistes reticulatus, shows sex-linked inherit, ante, for
which reason the e-factor nmst have its seat in the X-chronmsome of
the male.
Crossing-over between the X- and the I~chromosome is recorded,
the e-factor thereby being transferred fi'om the X-chromosome to the
Y-chromosome. h[ales having thus their e-factor in the Y-chromosome,
show one-sided male inheritance of the elongated tail fin.
In these cross-over males, having the e-factor in the Y-chromosome,
a new crossing-over may take place between X and 1r, so that the
e-factor returns to the X-chromosome, and so on. The mode of inheritante is therefore continually oscillating between sex-linked inheritance
and one-sided male inheritance.
The above shows thal 0he X- a n d the It-chromosome in Lebistes
respectively contain a dominant male sex-factor and a recessive female
sex-factor; also that this pair of ti~ctors is entirely like other pairs
because its location in the chromosome JS certain, and because it shows
linkage to colour-factors, crossing-over, etc. In the above respects,
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~he divergence fi'om conditions in Drosopldla melanogaster is rip,her
s~riking.
The Presence-Absence Theory and an idea] ~erminology are discussed.
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